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As Solid Ground embarked on its 40th Anniversary year, we wanted to do more than celebrate 
an institutional milestone. We wanted to showcase the communities that we have the privilege to 
work in, and provide opportunities for voices that too often go unheard.

Our Sand Point Housing campus is a neighborhood of 175 households living on the old Naval 
Station Puget Sound in Magnuson Park. It is a mix of properties, some new, some reclaimed from 
the old barracks. About 500 people moved onto the campus over the span of a few years, all of 
them folks who needed a good place to live, to heal, and to use as a stepping stone to their futures.

About half of the residents are children and youth for whom we feel a special sense of 
commitment and responsibility.

Compared to What? came about through a writing and arts workshop that was developed for 
the older teens living at Sand Point. It started with writing prompts led by Seattle storyteller and 
educator Kathya Alexander, and continued into photography and design workshops led by Solid 
Ground staff. Through it all, we witnessed these young people find their voices.

“This is the first time we are actually getting heard, with a different point of view. Our point of 
view,” one of the teens said about the project. “We think differently from the way adults think. 
We can also teach adults how we think, because our 
generation is so different than your guys’ generation. I 
feel like we know so much more.”  

Clearly, these young people do not see themselves 
as a continuation of their parents’ lives. “I get super 
annoyed when I am compared,” one said. “It is 
irritating because that is just saying that you don’t 
really know who I am if I am being compared.” 
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Home is a different world

It is a white horse

That glows in the dark

Home is playing video games at 10:45 pm

It is a phone right next to you

Indoor yoga

Family close to you

Home is a tree that blows cold air 

into your skin





















Injustice is defeat
It is a scarlet snake 
that poisons your heart. 
Injustice is 3:00 pm
When the sky starts to dim.
Injustice is drama and fights
It is something that keeps you up in 
the night
It is lies and distrust
It is a nettle that stings



When I grow up, 

 I want to be a super hero.

I will only work at night so I will    

        have one advantage 

        on the bad guys.

I will put a lot of guys in jail and    

       save my city.

    

My 

Future

My mother and father don’t want this       

       because it will risk my life.

But it will be during the night, 

so no one will be able to see me.

Then I will save my city 

       and be disguised.









Home is cozy and comfortable
It is a brown bear that snuggles up with me at night time when I sleep
Home is a dream
It is music and unity
Home is a tree near a river at sunset

Homelessness is a bird that flies from nest to nest
It is a storm that chases you away
A honey bucket
A sour smell
It is squeezing noises, the sound of fingernails on a blackboard
It is not having the basic necessities
Moving all the time

Homelessness is my mother, vulnerable and worried
Showing it in her actions
It is not telling your friends where you live and moving unexpectedly

  





Fun is the Sun...





We look at the same image,
but we see differently.
We hear the same voices,
but we hear different tones.
We look into this image,
but we don’t believe in the reality.
We hear, we see,
how real does it have to be to believe?
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